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QUESTION 1

A security team is implementing VMware Identity Manager to have a central point for authentication to facilitate access
to its company\\'s applications. The team would like to have users to authenticate to VMware Identity Manager before
being able to connect to a Horizon View Desktop. 

What can be done to ensure that users who try to authenticate to the Horizon View Connection brokers are forced to
first authenticate to VMware Identity Manager? 

A. Create a SAML authenticator in Horizon View and set it to "Allowed." 

B. Configure View advanced authentication to "Allowed" on the Horizon View Connection broker and create a Kerberos
authenticator on VMware Identity Manager. 

C. Configure View authentication to "Not Allowed" on the Horizon View Connection broker and create a Kerberos
authenticator on VMware Identity Manager. 

D. Create a SAML authenticator in Horizon View and set it to "Required." 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An architect is designing a solution for a customer who plans to grow its VDI environment. The design must allow for
scaling of the environment in incremental steps with predictable results. 

Which can the architect recommend for capacity management? 

A. Design using a pod and block architecture and verify the capacity of the configured block. Add as blocks needed. 

B. Design the environment around traditional all-flash SAN to ensure that there are no scaling issues. 

C. Design the environment using vSAN ready nodes. Add more nodes as needed. 

D. Design using servers that can accept 768GB of RAM so that there are no scaling issues. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

A customer has an aging storage array that must be replaced. The array is used by VMware hosts in their data center.
The storage array is under warranty, but the hosts are all out of warranty. The customer wants new hardware running
Horizon 7, and is open to a hyperconverged solution. The project must take place with minimal-to-no disruption during
normal business hours. The CIO states there is a maximum budget of $600, 000 for the project. The IT Director says
their UPS units were replaced last year and they don\\'t need to be updated. The existing racks are heavily populated,
with limited rack units remaining and no additional datacenter floorspace for another rack. 

Match the statements taken from the scenario with its correct design category. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A government organization wants to deploy a brand new Horizon system using RDSH desktop automated farms while
installing the fewest instances of Windows servers. They also want to preserve user profiles, personalization and
application customization. 

Which option meets the requirements? 
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A. Use RDSH instant clone farms and App Volumes including Writable Volumes. 

B. Use RDSH linked clone farms and App Volumes including Writable Volumes. 

C. Use RDSH instant clone farms and User Environment Manager 

D. Use RDSH linked clone farms and User Environment Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to securely deliver applications. They have given these requirements to an architect: 

1.

 1,100 corporate users 

2.

 Applications run on Windows 

3.

 Confidential data must remain inside the datacenter at all times 

4.

 Datacenter has a firewall separating it off from the corporate LAN 

5.

 Security team policy will NOT allow a corporate LAN subnet through the firewall to a datacenter subnet (example:
source 172.16.30.0 /24, destination 10.10.1.0 /24 would NOT be allowed) 

6.

 Security team policy does allow corporate LAN subnets to access specific datacenter IP addresses (example: source
172.16.30.0 /24, destination 10.10.1.100 /24 would be allowed) 

7.

 50 of the 1,100 internal users work exclusively on tablets, some Android and some IOS devices 

Which two recommendations can the architect propose? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy Horizon Apps and install the Windows apps on RDSH hosts. Enable Secure Gateway Mode on the
connection server. 

B. Deploy Horizon View linked-clone desktops. Enable Secure Gateway mode on the connection server. 

C. Deploy Horizon Apps and install the Windows apps on RDSH hosts. Enable Direct Client Connection mode on the
Connection Server. 

D. Deploy Horizon View linked-clone desktops. Enable Direct Client Connection mode on the connection server. 
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E. Deploy ThinApp and package the Windows applications. Stream them to the endpoints using Secure Gateway Mode
on the connection server. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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